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We derive the properties of the absolute-absolute spacetime containing theabsolute-
absolute rest masses of particles and bodies to complement the first part of this paper. We
establish the perfect isotropy and consequently the spherical shape ofthe universal ‘three-

dimensional’ absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ and the absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0,

ˆ̂M0 of
particles and bodies contained in it, relative to 3-observers in the relativisticEuclidean 3-

spaceΣ, but thatˆ̂Σ naturally contracts to a universal ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute
spacê̂ρ containing lines of absolute-absolute rest masses of particles and bodies, whereˆ̂ρ
has no unique orientation inΣ relative to 3-observers inΣ. We show further that the uni-

versal spherical absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ effectively contains a ‘massless dust particle’

of absolute zero rest mass and absolute zero extension at every pointof it and is with-
out a unique center, but must be replaced by the universal isotropic ‘one-dimensional’
absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ with no unique base (or origin), containing a ‘massless dust
particle’ of absolute zero rest mass and absolute zero extension at every point along its
length, relative to 3-observers inΣ. We also show that the universal absolute-absolute
time ‘dimension’ ˆ̂cˆ̂t is perfectly homogeneous relative to 3-observers inΣ. We show
that the concepts of co-moving coordinates (or frames), ‘everywhereness’ and simultane-
ity obtain in the absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) and its underlying absolute-absolute
intrinsic-intrinsic spacetime (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ), relative to 3-observers in relativistic Euclid-
ean 3-spaceΣ. Finally we demonstrate the impossibility (or non-existence) of absolute-
absolute natural laws of physics in the absolute-absolute spacetime relative to observers
in spacetime.

1 Properties of the absolute-absolute spacetime and absolute-absolute in-
trinsic-intrinsic spacetime relative to 3-observers in the relativistic Euclid-
ean 3-space

1.1 Isotropy of absolute-absolute space and absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic
space with respect to 3-observers in the physical Euclidean 3-space

The deduction of the isotropy of the absolute-absolute space and absolute-absolute
intrinsic-intrinsic space with respect to 3-observers in the relativistic Euclidean 3-
spaceΣ, to be done here, takes on exactly the same form as the deduction of
the isotropy of the absolute space and absolute intrinsic space with respect to 3-
observers inΣ ′ or Σ, done in sub-section 4.7 of [1].
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Now the absolute-absolute space is a ‘three-dimensional’ domain ˆ̂
Σ with respect

to the absolute-absolute-rest-mass-observers (or simply‘3-observers’) in it. The
absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space is likewisea ‘three-dimensional’ domain

φφ ˆ̂
Σ with respect to the absolute-absolute-intrinsic-intrinsic-rest-mass-observers (or

‘3-observers’) in it. However every pair of distinct directions in the ‘three-dimen-

sional’ absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ, which are separated by non-zero absolute-absol-

ute Euler angleŝ̂α, ˆ̂β andˆ̂γ, with respect to ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ, are separated by zero
magnitude of the corresponding absolute angles, that is, by(α̂ = 0, β̂ = 0, γ̂ =

0), since any magnitude of an absolute-absolute angleˆ̂θ in ˆ̂
Σ, is equivalent to zero

magnitude of the absolute angleθ̂ in Σ̂, which follows from,φφ ˆ̂θ ≡ 0× φθ̂, hence
ˆ̂θ ≡ 0× θ̂.

It follows from the foregoing paragraph that every pair of distinct directions in

the ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σwith respect to ‘3-observers’ in it,

are absolutely the same direction with respect to ‘3-observers’ in the absolute space
Σ̂ and 3-observers in the relative Euclidean 3-spaceΣ ′ or Σ. The absolute-absolute

spaceˆ̂
Σ is therefore perfectly isotropic with respect to 3-observers in Σ̂, Σ′ andΣ.

Moreover since all directions in̂̂Σ are absolutely the same with respect to 3-

observers inΣ, the orthogonal coordinate systems inˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’

in ˆ̂
Σ, are impossible with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Rather the three mutually

orthogonal ‘dimensions’ of̂̂Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, are aligned along a

singular non-unique direction in̂̂Σ, thereby constituting a ‘one-dimensional’ absol-

ute-absolute spacê̂ρ, with no unique orientation in̂̂Σ and hence no unique orienta-

tion in the relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ (into which ˆ̂
Σ is embedded), with respect

to 3-observers inΣ. The ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ is therefore
an isotropic ‘dimension’ inΣ with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

Likewise every pair of distinct directions in the ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-

absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, which are

separated by non-zero absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic Euler anglesφφ ˆ̂α, φφ ˆ̂β

andφφ ˆ̂γ with respect to 3-observers inφφ ˆ̂
Σ, are separated by zero corresponding

absolute Euler angles ( ˆα = 0, β̂ = 0, γ̂ = 0), since any magnitude of an absolute-

absolute intrinsic-intrinsic angleφφ ˆ̂θ is equivalent to zero magnitude of absolute

intrinsic angle, fromφφ ˆ̂θ ≡ 0× φθ̂. Consequently any magnitude ofφφ ˆ̂θ is equiva-
lent to zero magnitude of̂θ, since zero magnitude ofφθ̂ implies zero magnitude of
θ̂.

It again follows from the foregoing paragraph that every pair of distinct direc-
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tions in the ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂
Σ with

respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, are absolutely the same direction with respect to 3-
observers in the relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ. The absolute-absolute intrinsic-

intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂
Σ is therefore absolutely isotropic with respect to 3-observers in

Σ. It then follows that mutually orthogonal coordinate systems inφφ ˆ̂
Σ with respect

to ‘3-observers’ inφφ ˆ̂
Σ, are impossible with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Rather the

three mutually orthogonal ‘dimensions’ ofφφ ˆ̂
Σ are aligned along the same direction,

thereby constituting a ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space

φφ ˆ̂ρ, with no unique orientation inφφ ˆ̂
Σ and hence no unique orientation inΣ overly-

ing φφ ˆ̂
Σ, with respect to 3-observers inΣ. The ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute

intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂ρ constitutes an isotropic absolute-absolute intrinsic-in-
trinsic ‘dimension’ underlyingΣ with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

The diagram of Fig. 3c or Fig. 4 of part one of this paper [2], inwhich the
absolute-absolute space is shown as an isotropic absolute-absolute space ‘dimen-
sion’ ˆ̂ρ embedded in the relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ with respect to 3-observers
in Σ, and the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space is shown as an isotropic
absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space ‘dimension’ φφ ˆ̂ρ underlying the relativis-
tic intrinsic spaceφρ with respect to 3-observers inΣ, has thus been justified. As
a matter of fact, the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space has been shown as
an isotropic absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic ‘dimension’ φφ ˆ̂ρ underlying the
proper intrinsic spaceφρ′ underneathΣ ′ or underlying the relativistic intrinsic space
φρ underneathΣ, since its isolation and incorporation into the diagrams in[3].

1.2 Homogeneity of absolute-absolute space and absolute-absolute intrinsic-in-
trinsic space with respect to 3-observers in the physical Euclidean 3-space

The universal flat (or Euclidean) ‘thee-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spacê̂Σ with
respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, contains the ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest

masseŝ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 of varying magnitudes, shapes and sizes, of all particles and bodies

in the universe, which are scattered arbitrarily inˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in

ˆ̂
Σ. The elusive rest massesm0, M0 of identical magnitudes, shapes and sizes asˆ̂m0,
ˆ̂M0, of all particles and bodies in the universe, are scattered arbitrarily in the elusive

proper Euclidean 3-spaceΣ ′, exactly like ˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 in ˆ̂
Σ. The observed inertial masses

m, M of identical shapes but slightly different magnitudes and sizes asˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0, of all
particles and bodies in the universe, are likewise scattered arbitrarily in the observed

relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ ′, exactly like ˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 in ˆ̂
Σ.

However the universal absolute-absolute space is an isotropic ‘dimension’ ˆ̂ρ
(with no unique orientation) inΣ, containing ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute
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rest masseŝ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 of all particles and bodies in the universe, which are non-
uniformly aligned alonĝ̂ρ with respect to 3-observers inΣ, as deduced in the pre-
ceding sub-section. As illustrated in Fig. 3c of part one of this paper [2], the ‘one-

dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 of particles and bodies in̂̂ρ, are
embedded in the three-dimensional inertial massesm, M of the particles and bodies
in Σ, with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

The ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 in ˆ̂ρ with respect
to 3-observers inΣ, have the same magnitudes as the ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-

absolute rest masses in the ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spacê̂Σ, which

‘3-observers’ inˆ̂
Σ observe. They occupy intervalsˆ̂r0 and ˆ̂R0 respectively of̂̂ρ within

the inertial massesm andM in Σ. The ‘lengths’̂r̂0 and ˆ̂R0 along the isotropiĉ̂ρ must

be calculated as the radii of the equivalent sphericalˆ̂m0 and ˆ̂M0 in ˆ̂
Σ in the case of

non-spherical̂̂m0 and ˆ̂M0 with respect to ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ.
Now any magnitude of an absolute-absolute rest massˆ̂m0 is equivalent to zero

magnitude of absolute rest mass ( ˆm0 = 0). This follows fromφφ ˆ̂m0 ≡ 0 × φm̂0,
henceˆ̂m0 ≡ 0× m̂0. Thus an absolute-absolute rest massˆ̂m0 of any magnitude is an
absolute zero rest mass, which can be described as an absolutely massless entity (or
an absolutely immaterial entity), with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

Likewise the intervalŝ̂r0 and ˆ̂R0 of ˆ̂ρ of varying magnitudes, which the ‘one-

dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0 or ˆ̂M0 of particles and bodies occupy
along ˆ̂ρ, are each equivalent to zero interval of absolute space, (ˆr0 = 0) or (R̂0 = 0),

from ˆ̂r0 = 0 × r̂0. Thusˆ̂r0 or ˆ̂R0 of any magnitude is zero interval of absolute space
ˆ̂ρ and absolute zero interval of the relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ with respect to
3-observers inΣ. It follows from this and the foregoing paragraph that the isotropic
universal ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute space (or‘dimension’) ˆ̂ρwith respect
to 3-observers inΣ, contains an absolutely massless (or an absolutely immaterial)
‘particle’ with absolute zero rest mass (that occupies absolute zero interval of 3-
spaceΣ), which are non-uniformly distributed alonĝ̂ρ, with respect to 3-observers
in the universal relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ.

However even an empty point in̂̂ρ, which is devoid of absolute-absolute rest

massˆ̂m0 or ˆ̂M0 of a particle or body, that is, which contains zero absolute-absolute
rest mass (̂̂m0 = 0), can still be described as containing absolute zero rest mass (or
as an absolutely massless point), (occupying absolute zerolength of 3-spaceΣ) with
respect to 3-observers inΣ. It follows from this and the discussion above that the

spherical universal absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ, containing the absolute-absolute rest

masseŝ̂m0 and ˆ̂M0 of different magnitudes, sizes and shapes, which are arbitrarily

scattered inˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ, but which must be replaced by
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the universal isotropic ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spacê̂ρ containing the

‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 of varying magnitudes and
lengths of particles and bodies, which are not uniformly distributed along its length,
as illustrated for a particle and a body in Fig. 3c of part one of this paper [2], ef-
fectively contains an absolutely ‘massless dust particle’of absolute zero rest mass
(occupying absolute zero length of 3-spaceΣ), at every point along the length ofˆ̂ρ
relative to the 3-observers inΣ.

As follows from the foregoing paragraph, the non-isotropicand non-homogen-

eous ‘three-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute space ˆ̂
Σ, containing ‘three-

dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 of varying magnitudes, shapes

and sizes of particles and bodies, which are scattered arbitrarily in ˆ̂
Σ, with respect

to ‘3-observers’ inˆ̂
Σ, like the inertial massesm, M of the particles and bodies in

the physical Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, with respect to 3-observers inΣ, is a perfectly
isotropic and perfectly homogeneous ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ,
containing a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero restmass and occupying ab-
solute zero length of space at every point along its length, relative to 3-observers in
universal relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ.

On the other hand, while the ‘three-dimensional’ non-isotropic and non-homo-
geneous universal absolute spaceΣ̂ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, which con-
tains ‘three-dimensional’ absolute rest masses ˆm0, M̂0 of varying magnitudes,
shapes and sizes of particles and bodies, which are scattered arbitrarily in Σ̂ with
respect to ‘3-observers’ in̂Σ, contracts to an isotropic ‘one-dimensional’ universal
absolute space ˆρ with respect to 3-observers inΣ, as deduced in sub-section 4.7
of [1], it (the universal absolute space), is not a homogeneous space with respect
to 3-observers in the universal relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, as explained in the
following paragraph.

Now a non-zero absolute rest mass ˆm0 is not absolute zero rest mass (or is not
an absolutely massless or absolutely immaterial entity), but an absolute material en-
tity with respect to 3-observers inΣ, as discussed in section 3 of [3]. The non-zero
interval r̂0 of absolute space ˆρ occupied by ˆm0 is likewise not absolute zero length
of space with respect to 3-observers inΣ. On the other hand, an empty point in
the absolute space ˆρ (containing zero absolute rest mass ( ˆm0 = 0)), is an absolutely
massless point. It then follows that the universal isotropic ‘one-dimensional’ ab-
solute space ˆρ contains ‘one-dimensional’ (absolute material) absoluterest masses
m̂0, M̂0 of varying magnitudes and ‘lengths’ of particles and bodiesalong its length,
which are separated by non-uniform (absolutely massless) empty intervals of ˆρ with
respect to 3-observers in the physical relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ. Consequently
the absolute space is not homogeneous with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Of course
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the universal physical relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ with distinct directions and
containing the inertial massesm, M of different magnitudes, shapes and size of
particles and bodies, which are scattered arbitrarily in it, is a non-isotropic and non-
homogeneous 3-space (in the small) with respect to 3-observers in it.

The universal absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space is a ‘three-dimensional’

domainφφ ˆ̂
Σ that contains ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic

rest massesφφ ˆ̂m0, φφ ˆ̂M0 of varying magnitudes, shapes and sizes of particles and

bodies, which are scattered arbitrarily inφφ ˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ inφφ ˆ̂

Σ,
exactly the way the inertial massesm, M of the particles and bodies are scattered
in the physical Euclidean 3-spaceΣ with respect to 3-observers inΣ. The absolute-
absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space is therefore non-isotropic and non-homogeneous
with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it. On the other hand, the universal absolute-absolute
intrinsic-intrinsic space is a ‘one-dimensional’ isotropic absolute-absolute intrinsic-
intrinsic space (or ‘dimension’)φφ ˆ̂ρ (with no unique orientation inΣ), with respect
to 3-observers inΣ, as deduced in the preceding sub-section.

The isotropic ‘one-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute spacê̂ρ contains a
‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero rest mass, occupying absolute zero length
of space at every point of it with respect to 3-observers in the relativistic Euclidean
3-spaceΣ. It is consequently perfectly homogeneous with respect to 3-observers in
Σ, as deduced earlier in this sub-section. Then since the isotropic ‘one-dimensional’
universal absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ is the outward manifestation of the isotropic
‘one-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂ρ, with re-
spect to 3-observers inΣ, φφ ˆ̂ρ likewise contains an absolutely ‘massless intrinsic
dust particle’ of absolute zero intrinsic rest mass, occupying absolute zero length of
intrinsic space at every point of it with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Consequently the
‘three-dimensional’ non-isotropic and non-homogeneous universal absolute-absolute

intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂
Σwith respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, is a perfectly isotropic

and perfectly homogeneous ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic
space (or ‘dimension’)φφ ˆ̂ρ with respect to 3-observers in the universal physical
relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ.

Let us consider the flat universal ‘three-dimensional’ absolute spacêΣ and its
underlying straight line universal ‘one-dimensional’ absolute intrinsic spaceφρ̂ in
Fig. 1 of [1]. That diagram is valid with respect to ‘3-observers’ in the flat absolute
spaceΣ̂, with respect to whom the absolute intrinsic space is an isotropic ‘one-
dimensional’ domainφρ̂ (with no unique orientation in̂Σ).

Now let the flat ‘three-dimensional’ absolute spaceΣ̂ and its underlying isotropic
straight line ‘one-dimensional’ absolute intrinsic spaceφρ̂with respect to ‘3-observ-
ers’ in Σ̂ in Fig. 1 of [1], be embedded in the universal physical Euclidean 3-space
Σ. Then the flat ‘three-dimensional’ absolute spaceΣ̂ with respect to ‘3-observers’
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in it, becomes an isotropic straight line ‘one-dimensional’ absolute space ˆρ (with no
unique orientation inΣ), with respect to 3-observers inΣ, while the isotropic straight
line ‘one-dimensional’ absolute intrinsic spaceφρ̂ underlying the flat̂Σ with respect
to ‘3-observers’ inΣ̂, remains an isotropic straight line ‘one-dimensional’ absolute
intrinsic spaceφρ̂ (with no unique orientation inΣ), with respect to 3-observers in
Σ.

As deduced earlier in this sub-section, the straight line isotropic ‘one-dimen-
sional’ universal absolute space ˆρ contains ‘one-dimensional’ (absolute material)
absolute rest masses ˆm0, M̂0 of varying magnitudes, occupying varying intervals
r̂0, R̂0 of ρ̂, of all particles and bodies, which are separated by absolutely massless
empty intervals of ˆρ, with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Consequently ˆρ is isotropic
(that is, with no unique orientation inΣ), but is non-homogeneous, with respect to
3-observers inΣ.

Then since the straight line isotropic ‘one-dimensional’ universal absolute space
ρ̂ is the outward manifestation of the straight line isotropic‘one-dimensional’ uni-
versal absolute intrinsic spaceφρ̂ with respect to 3-observers inΣ, the straight line
‘one-dimensional’ isotropic absolute intrinsic spaceφρ̂, likewise contains the ab-
solute intrinsic rest massesφm̂0, φM̂0 of varying magnitudes, occupying varying
intervalsφr̂0, φR̂0 of φρ̂, of all particles and bodies, which are separated by empty
intervals (containing zero absolute intrinsic rest mass),with respect to 3-observers
in Σ. Consequentlyφρ̂ is isotropic (that is, with no unique orientation inΣ), but is
non-homogeneous with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

Finally the universal one-dimensional isotropic relativistic intrinsic spaceφρ
contains the intrinsic inertial massesφm, φM of varying magnitudes, occupying
varying lengthsφr, φR of φρ, of all particles and bodies, which are separated by
empty intervals (containing zero intrinsic inertial mass)of φρ, with respect to 3-
observers inΣ. Consequentlyφρ is isotropic (that is, with no unique orientation in
Σ), but is non-homogeneous, with respect to 3-observers inΣ. This conclusion is
equally valid for the universal proper intrinsic spaceφρ′ containing the intrinsic rest
massesφm0, φM0 of all particles and bodies.

Now the perfect isotropy of the ‘three-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute

spaceˆ̂
Σ with respect to 3-observers in the relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, implies

the spherical shape for̂̂Σ and the absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 of all par-

ticles and bodies in̂̂Σ, with respect to 3-observers inΣ. The universal spherical

absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ of radiusˆ̂R containing the spherical absolute-absolute rest

masses of a few particles and bodies (with respect to 3-observers inΣ) are illustrated
in Fig. 1a.

However the universal spherical absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ is actually perfectly
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homogeneously filled with a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero rest mass and
absolute zero extension at every point of it with respect to 3-observers inΣ, as
derived earlier in this sub-section. Consequently the spherical universal absolute-

absolute spacê̂Σ of radius ˆ̂R containing the spherical absolute-absolute rest masses
of all particles and bodies (illustrated for a few particlesand bodies in Fig. 1a), is
actually a perfectly homogeneous spherical medium containing a ‘massless dust
particle’ of absolute zero rest mass and absolute zero extension at every point of
it, with respect to 3-observers inΣ, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The perfectly homo-

geneous universal spherical absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ has no unique center with

respect to 3-observers inΣ, since everywhere is the same within it with respect to
these observers, as shall be explained in the next sub-section.
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Figure 1:a The spherical universal absolute-absolute space with spherical absolute-
absolute rest masses of some particles and objects scattered arbitrarily within it
(with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, is equivalent tob in which the universal spheri-
cal absolute-absolute space contains a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero rest
mass and absolute zero extension in space with no unique center, with respect to
3-observers in the physical relativistic Euclidean 3-space. c However the universal
absolute-absolute space is actually a ‘one-dimensional’ isotropic absolute-absolute
space (or ‘dimension’) with no unique origin (or base), containing a ‘massless dust
particle’ of absolute zero rest mass and absolute zero extension of space, with re-
spect to 3-observers in the physical relativistic Euclidean 3-space.

Further more, the perfect isotropy (i.e. all directions areperfectly the same),

of the universal spherical absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ with respect to 3-observers in

Σ, makes the ‘three-dimensional’ spherical form (or representation) of the absolute-
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absolute space (in Fig. 1b) impossible with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Rather the

perfectly homogeneous sphereˆ̂
Σ of radius ˆ̂R, containing a ‘massless dust particle’

of absolute zero rest mass and absolute zero extension at every point of it, with no
unique center with respect to 3-observers inΣ in Fig. 1b, must be replaced by a

‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute space (or ‘dimension’) ˆ̂ρ of ‘length’ ˆ̂R with no
unique base (or origin), containing a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero rest
mass and absolute zero extension of space at every point along its ‘length’, with re-
spect to ‘3-observers’ inΣ. This follows from the discussions of the perfect isotropy

and perfect homogeneity ofˆ̂Σ with respect to 3-observers inΣ in the preceding sub-
section and this sub-section. Consequently Fig. 1b must be replaced by the final
Fig. 1c with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

The isotropic ‘dimension’̂̂ρ can be considered to be along any radial direc-

tion from the non-unique center of the sphereˆ̂
Σ that contracts to it, with respect

to 3-observers inΣ. Consequentlŷ̂ρ can be considered to be orientated along any
direction from a fictitious non-unique center of the universal relativistic Euclidean

3-spaceΣ in which ˆ̂
Σ is embedded (but as the ‘one-dimensional’ˆ̂ρ in Fig. 3c or

Fig. 4 of part one of this paper [2]), with respect to 3-observers inΣ. In other words,
in whichever direction̂̂ρ may lie inΣ, it must be considered to lie along a radial
direction from a fictitious non-unique center ofΣ with respect to 3-observers inΣ.∗

This sub-section shall be ended with a summary of the resultsnamely, the
straight line ‘one-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute spacê̂ρ and its under-
lying straight line ‘one-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic
spaceφφ ˆ̂ρ, with respect to 3-observers inΣ in Fig. 3c or Fig. 4 of part one of this
paper [2], are both isotropic and homogeneous with respect to 3-observers inΣ; the
curved ‘one-dimensional’ absolute intrinsic spaceφρ̂, the curved one-dimensional
proper intrinsic spaceφρ′ and the straight line relativistic intrinsic spaceφρ along
the horizontal in Fig. 4 of [2], are isotropic but non-homogeneous intrinsic spaces
with respect to 3-observers inΣ and the relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ is non-
isotropic and non-homogeneous with respect to 3-observersin it.

∗It is referred to as fictitious non-unique center, because the universal physical Euclidean 3-spaceΣ
is spherical and has a unique center with respect to observers in it, as shall be determined with further
development.
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1.3 Everywhere the same and non-unique bases (or origins) of the ‘one-dimen-
sional’ absolute-absolute space and ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute in-
trinsic-intrinsic space with respect to 3-observers in the physical Euclidean
3-space

The non-isotropic and non-homogeneous ‘three-dimensional’ universal absolute-

absolute spacê̂Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, contains the ‘three-dimensional’

absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂m0, ˆ̂M0 of varying magnitudes, shapes and sises of all

particles and bodies, which are scattered arbitrarily inˆ̂
Σwith respect to ‘3-observers’

in ˆ̂
Σ. Any given two distinct points A and B in̂̂Σ are separated by a non-zero interval

∆
ˆ̂l of ˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ. Hence pairs of non-coincident points are

distinct within ˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ. There is therefore a unique

center of the ‘three-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute spacê̂Σ with spherical
shape with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it.

On the other hand, the perfectly isotropic and perfectly homogeneous ‘one-
dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ with respect to 3-observers in the
physical Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, contains a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero
rest mass and absolute zero extension at every point of it with respect to 3-observers
in Σ. Moreover an interval∆ ˆ̂ρ of ˆ̂ρ separating two non-coincident points A and B
along ˆ̂ρ, is equivalent to zero interval of absolute space (∆ρ̂ = 0), which is an ab-
solute zero interval of 3-spaceΣ. This means that points alonĝ̂ρ are not distinct
(or are the same) or that everywhere is the same alongˆ̂ρ relative to 3-observers in

Σ. There is therefore no unique center of the spherical absolute-absolute spacê̂Σ,
which corresponds to no unique base (or origin) of the ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-
absolute space (or ‘dimension’)ˆ̂ρ (in Fig. 3c of [2]), relative to 3-observers inΣ.

Likewise the non-isotropic and non-homogeneous ‘three-dimensional’ absolute-

absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂
Σwith respect to ‘3-observers’ in it, contains the

‘three-dimensional’ absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic rest massesφφ ˆ̂m0, φφ ˆ̂M0 of
varying magnitudes, shapes and sizes of all particles and bodies, which are scattered

arbitrarily inφφ ˆ̂
Σwith respect to ‘3-observers’ inφφ ˆ̂

Σ. Any given two distinct points

A and B in φφ ˆ̂
Σ are separated by a non-zero interval∆φφˆ̂l of φφ ˆ̂

Σ with respect

to ‘3-observers’ inφφ ˆ̂
Σ. Hence pairs of non-coincident points are distinct within

φφ ˆ̂
Σ with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it. There is therefore a unique center of the

‘three-dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂
Σ with

spherical shape with respect to ‘3-observers’ in it.
On the other hand, the perfectly isotropic and perfectly homogeneous ‘one-

dimensional’ universal absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂ρ, with respect
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to 3-observers in the physical Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, contains a ‘massless intrinsic
dust particle’ of absolute zero intrinsic rest mass and absolute zero intrinsic length
at every point of it with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Moreover an interval∆φφ ˆ̂ρ of
φφ ˆ̂ρ separating two non-coincident points A and B alongφφ ˆ̂ρ, is equivalent to zero
interval of absolute intrinsic space (∆φρ̂ = 0) and consequently it is equivalent to
zero interval absolute space (or absolute zero interval of space). This means that
points alongφφ ˆ̂ρ are not distinct (or are the same), or that everywhere is the same
alongφφ ˆ̂ρ with respect to 3-observers inΣ. There is therefore no unique center

of the spherical absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂
Σ, which corresponds

to no unique base (or origin) of the ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute intrinsic-
intrinsic space (or ‘dimension’)φφ ˆ̂ρ (in Fig. 3c of [2]), with respect to 3-observers
in Σ.

1.4 Homogeneity and simultaneity of ‘events’ in absolute-absolute time and
absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic time relative to 3-observers in the phys-
ical Euclidean 3-space

The universal absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’ˆ̂cˆ̂t contains ‘one-dimensional’ ab-
solute-absolute rest massesˆ̂ε/ ˆ̂c2, ˆ̂E/ ˆ̂c2 of particles and bodies of varying magni-
tudes, occupying varying intervalsˆ̂c∆ˆ̂t of ˆ̂cˆ̂t, which are distributed non-uniformly
along the ‘dimension’̂̂cˆ̂t, with respect to ‘1-observers’ in̂̂cˆ̂t and ‘3-observers’ in the

absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂
Σ. Hence the absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’ˆ̂cˆ̂t is not a

homogeneous ‘dimension’ with respect to ‘1-observers’ in it and ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ.
Now any magnitude of absolute-absolute rest massˆ̂ε/ ˆ̂c2 is equivalent to zero

magnitude of absolute rest mass (ˆε/ĉ2 = 0) and any interval̂̂c∆ˆ̂t of the absolute-
absolute time ‘dimension’̂̂cˆ̂t occupied bŷε̂/ ˆ̂c2 is equivalent to zero interval of ab-
solute time ‘dimension’ (ˆc∆t̂ = 0). Consequently every point along the absolute-
absolute time ‘dimension’̂̂cˆ̂t contains a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero
rest mass that occupies absolute zero interval of time dimension with respect to
1-observers in the time dimensionct and 3-observers in the relativistic Euclidean
3-spaceΣ. In other words, the absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’ˆ̂cˆ̂t is a perfectly
homogeneous ‘dimension’ relative to 1-observers inct and 3-observers inΣ.

As follows from the foregoing paragraph, the condition of any given point is the
same as that of every other point alongˆ̂cˆ̂t, with respect to 1-observers inct and 3-
observers inΣ. Moreover the interval̂̂c∆ˆ̂t of the absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’
separating a pair of non-coincident points A0 and B0 along ˆ̂cˆ̂t , with respect to ‘1-

observers’ inˆ̂cˆ̂t and ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ, is equivalent to zero interval of absolute
time ‘dimension’ (ĉ∆t̂ = 0). Hence every pair of points alongˆ̂cˆ̂t are separated by
absolute zero interval of time dimension with respect to 1-observers inct and 3-
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observers inΣ, which is the same as saying that all points alongˆ̂cˆ̂t are the same
relative to 1-observers inct and 3-observers inΣ.

It follows from the foregoing paragraph that two absolute-absolute events that
occur at two distinct points along the absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’ˆ̂cˆ̂t with

respect to ‘1-observers’ in̂̂cˆ̂t and ‘3-observers’ in̂̂Σ, occur at the same point alongˆ̂cˆ̂t
relative to 1-observers in physical time dimensionct and 3-observers in the physical
Euclidean 3-spaceΣ. In other words, absolute-absolute events occur simultaneously
in the absolute-absolute timeˆ̂t relative to 1-observers inct and 3-observers inΣ. This
is the concept of simultaneity of absolute-absolute eventsin the absolute-absolute
time relative to 1-observers in the physical time dimensionct and 3-observers in the
physical Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, which corresponds to ‘everywhere is the same’ in the
absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ relative to 3-observers inΣ.

A similar argument for the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic time ‘dimen-
sion’ φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t as done for the absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’ˆ̂cˆ̂t above, which
shall be avoided in order to conserve space, leads to the conclusion that a pair of
absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic events that occurat two distinct points along
the ‘dimension’φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t, with respect to ‘1-observers’ inφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t and ‘3-observers’

in φφ ˆ̂
Σ, occur at the same point in time relative to 1-observers inct and 3-observers

in Σ. In other words, absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic events occur simultane-
ously in absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic timeφφˆ̂t relative to 1-observers in the
physical time dimension and 3-observers in the physical Euclidean 3-space. This,
again, is the concept pf simultaneity of absolute-absoluteintrinsic-intrinsic events in
absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic time relative to 1-observers in the physical time
dimension and 3-observers in the physical Euclidean 3-space, which corresponds to
‘everywhere is the same’ in absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂ρ relative
to 3-observers inΣ.

1.5 The universal synchronous time coordinate and universal synchronous time
parameter

The absolute-absolute time coordinatesˆ̂cˆ̂t1, ˆ̂cˆ̂t2, ˆ̂cˆ̂t3, etc, of the absolute-absolute
spacetime coordinate systems (ˆ̂r1, ˆ̂cˆ̂t1), (ˆ̂r2, ˆ̂cˆ̂t2), (ˆ̂r3, ˆ̂cˆ̂t3), etc, attached to the ‘one-

dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest massesˆ̂M01,
ˆ̂M02,

ˆ̂M03, etc, in ˆ̂ρ, of all gravita-
tional field sources in the universe, as well asˆ̂cˆ̂t of the frame (̂̂r, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) that originates

from an empty point containing zero absolute-absolute restmass (̂M̂0 = 0) in ˆ̂ρ, are
the same, as expressed by the equivalence of all absolute-absolute spacetime frames
(22) of part one of this paper [2].

As follows from the foregoing paragraph, initially synchronous identical absol-
ute-absolute clocks kept in the absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ at different positions in a
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gravitational field, will tick at the same rate and remain synchronous always relative
to 3-observers inΣ. It then follows that initially synchronous identical absolute-
absolute clocks kept in the absolute-absolute space at different locations in space-
time within the entire universe, will tick at equal rate and remain synchronous al-
ways relative to 3-observers inΣ. Likewise initially synchronous identical absolute-
absolute intrinsic-intrinsic clocks in absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂ρ,
at different positions in a gravitational field, will tick at the same rate and remain
synchronous always relative 3-observers inΣ. It again follows that initially syn-
chronous identical absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic clocks kept in the absolute-
absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spaceφφ ˆ̂ρ at different locations in spacetime within the
entire universe, will tick at equal rate and remain synchronous always relative to
3-observers inΣ.

The straight line universal absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’ ˆ̂cˆ̂t along the ver-
tical, co-exists with the straight line universal relativistic time dimensionct along
the vertical in Fig. 3c or Fig. 4 of part one of this paper [2]. The ˆ̂cˆ̂t serves the role of
the absolute (or synchronous) time coordinate at every point in spacetime in the uni-
verse. Thuŝ̂t is the Newtonian universal absolute time parameters (or theuniversal
synchronous time), which appears in the Newtonian mechanics, where Newtonian
mechanics has been identified as the Newtonian theory of absolute-absolute grav-
ity (NAAG) and Newtonian theory of absolute-absolute motion (NAAM) on flat
absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) — the Newtonian absolute spacetime — in sub-
section 3.1 of part one of this paper [2].

The straight line absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsictime ‘dimension’φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t
serves the role of Newtonian absolute intrinsic time coordinate (or the synchronous
intrinsic time coordinate) at every point in spacetime in the universe. Thusφφˆ̂t is
the Newtonian universal absolute intrinsic time parameter(or universal synchro-
nous intrinsic time) that appears in intrinsic Newtonian mechanics, where intrin-
sic Newtonian mechanics has been identified as the Newtoniantheory of absolute-
absolute intrinsic-intrinsic gravity (φφNAAG) and Newtonian theory of absolute-
absolute intrinsic-intrinsic motion (φφNAAM) on flat absolute-absolute intrinsic-
intrinsic spacetime (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) — the Newtonian absolute intrinsic spacetime —
in sub-section 3.1 of part one of this paper [2].

On the other hand, an intervalφcdφt ′ of the curved proper intrinsic time dimen-
sion φcφt ′ projects intervalφcdφt of relativistic intrinsic time dimension into the
relativistic intrinsic time dimensionφcφt along the vertical in Fig. 4 of [2], where
φcdφt is related toφcdφt ′ with respect to 3-observers in the relativistic Euclidean
3-spaceΣ as follows

φcdφt = φcdφt′ secφψg(φr′) = (1−
2GφM0a
φr′φc2

g

)−1/2 φcdφt′ (1)
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whereφψg(φr′) is the intrinsic angle of inclination of the curvedφcφt′ relative to
its projective straight lineφcφt along the vertical at ‘distance’φr′ along the curved
φcφt′ from the base of the intrinsic rest massφE ′/φc2 of the gravitational field
source at the origin of the curvedφcφt′ in Fig. 4 of [2] or Fig. 1 of [4].

The outward manifestation in spacetime of Eq. (1) in intrinsic spacetime is the
following

cdt = cdt′ secψg(r
′) = cdt′(1−

2GM0a
r′c2

g

)−1/2 cdt′ (2)

Equation (1) is intrinsic gravitational time dilation in the context of intrinsic theory
of gravitational relativity (φTGR) and Eq. (2) is gravitational time dilation formula
in the context of the theory of gravitational relativity (TGR), derived formally in [5].

Now the proper intrinsic time intervaldφt′ involved in a proper intrinsic event
on curved proper intrinsic spacetime (φρ′, φcφt′) (in Fig. 3 of [1]), and the corre-
sponding proper intrinsic intervaldt′ involved in a proper event within local Lorentz
frames on the elusive curved proper spacetime (Σ ′, ct′), like every other proper in-
trinsic parameters,φm0, φΦ

′(φr′), φg′(φr′), φF′, etc, and every proper parameter
m0, Φ

′(r′), g′(r′), F′, etc, that evolve in the context of absolute intrinsic gravity and
absolute gravity (φAG/AG), at the first stage of evolutions of spacetime/intrinsic
spacetime and parameters/intrinsic parameters in a gravitational field, have con-
stant magnitudes with position in a gravitational field, as expressed by the trivial
transformations of spacetime coordinates/intrinsic spacetime coordinates and para-
meters/intrinsic parameters in the context of the theory of absolute intrinsic gravity
(φAG) and theory of absolute gravity (AG) in systems (135) and (136) of [1], which
are valid at every point in spacetime in a gravitational fieldand consequently at
every point in spacetime in the universe.

The foregoing paragraph says thatdφt′ anddt′ must be taken as constants at dif-
ferent points in spacetime in every gravitational field and within the entire universe.
On the other hand, the intrinsic angleφψg(φr′) or the factor (1− 2GφM0a/φr′φc2

g)
in Eq. (1) and the angleψg(r′) or the factor (1− 2GM0a/r′c2

g) in Eq. (2), vary with
position in a gravitational field. Therefore the relativistic intrinsic time intervaldφt
involved in an intrinsic event on flat relativistic intrinsic spacetime (φρ, φcφt) and
the corresponding relativistic time intervaldt involved in the event on flat relativistic
spacetime (Σ, ct), vary with position in spacetime in a gravitational field, according
to Eqs. (1) and (2). Consequently they vary with position in spacetime within the
universe.

It follows from the foregoing paragraph that initially synchronous identical in-
trinsic clocks kept in the relativistic intrinsic spaceφρ at different positions in a
gravitational field or at different positions in the universe, will tick at different rates
and will not remain synchronous with the passage of relativistic intrinsic timeφt.
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Likewise initially synchronous identical clocks kept in the relativistic Euclidean 3-
spaceΣ at different positions in a gravitational field or at different positions in the
universe, will tick at different rates and will not remain synchronous with the pas-
sage of the relativistic timet. Consequently the universal relativistic intrinsic time
dimensionφcφt and the universal relativistic time dimensionct in Fig. 3c or Fig. 4
of part one of this paper [2], are not synchronous intrinsic time dimension and not
synchronous time dimension.

1.6 Co-moving coordinate systems (or frames) and co-moving coordinates

The conditions of all points along the perfectly homogeneous isotropic ‘one-dimen-
sional’ absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ, being perfectly the same and perfectly the same
as the conditions of all the symmetry-partner points along the perfectly homoge-
neous absolute-absolute time ‘dimension’ˆ̂cˆ̂t, relative to 3-observers in the rela-
tivistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, as deduced in sub-sections 1.3 and 1.4 above, every

absolute-absolute speed, such as absolute-absolute gravitational speed̂̂Vg, absolute-

absolute dynamical speed̂̂Vd and any other kind of absolute-absolute speed, which
may be established alonĝ̂ρ and ˆ̂cˆ̂t, has the same magnitude at every point alongˆ̂ρ
and at every point alonĝ̂cˆ̂t, with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Thus all points along
ˆ̂ρ and ˆ̂cˆ̂t must be said to be ‘moving’ at equal speed that may be established along
these ‘dimensions’ with respect to 3-observers inΣ. In other words, points along
the ‘dimensions’̂̂ρ andˆ̂cˆ̂t are ‘co-moving’ points with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

It follows from the end of the foregoing paragraph that the identical (distin-
guished) coordinate set (or frame) (ˆ̂r, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) that originates from every point of the
‘two-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) , with which NAAG must be
formulated for all gravitational field sources, as deduced in section 3 of part one
of this paper [2], (expressed by the equivalence of all coordinate sets (22) of that
paper), is a co-moving coordinate set (or frame) with respect to 3-observers inΣ.
Hence the identical coordinatesˆ̂r andˆ̂cˆ̂t of every point in (̂̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ), are co-moving co-
ordinates with respect to 3-observers inΣ. We shall sometimes sloppily refer to the
‘dimensions’ ˆ̂ρ and ˆ̂cˆ̂t as co-moving ‘dimensions’ with respect to 3-observers inΣ
as well.

By repeating the discussion for (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) above by (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ), or by noting that
( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) is outward manifestation of (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ), hence the distinguished coordi-
nate set (̂̂r, ˆ̂c ˆ̂t ) that originates from every point of (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) is the outward manifesta-
tion of the distinguished intrinsic coordinate set (φφˆ̂r, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) that originates from
every point of (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) (with which φφNAAG must be formulated for every
gravitational field source with respect to 3-observers inΣ), then (φφˆ̂r, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) is a
co-moving intrinsic coordinate set (or frame). Hence the absolute-absolute intrinsic-
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intrinsic coordinatesφφˆ̂r andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t of every point of (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) are co-moving
intrinsic coordinates with respect to 3-observers inΣ. We shall sometimes sloppily
refer to the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ andφφĉφφˆ̂t as
co-moving intrinsic ‘dimensions’ with respect to 3-observers inΣ as well.

Now any magnitude of absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic gravitational speed

φφ ˆ̂Vg in the range 0≤ φφ ˆ̂Vg ≤ ∞, which may be established at every point along
the ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t, leaves the flatness of (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) in Fig. 3c or
Fig. 4 of part one of this paper [2] unchanged. That is, it doesnot lead to rotation
(or skewing) of the ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t (or of the co-moving intrinsic
coordinatesφφr̂ andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t of every point of these intrinsic ‘dimensions’) relative

to 3-observers inΣ. This is so because any magnitude ofφφ ˆ̂Vg in 0 ≤ φφ ˆ̂Vg ≤ ∞
is equivalent to zero absolute intrinsic gravitational speed (φV̂g = 0), which implies
absolute absence of gravity with respect to 3-observers inΣ. In this fact lies the

infinite range of absolute-absolute gravitational speeds 0≤ ˆ̂Vg ≤ ∞ in the context
of NAAG.

We shall come across other absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic speeds, apart

from φφ ˆ̂Vg andφφ ˆ̂Vd, upon propagating the present theory to black hole physics

and cosmological model, which shall be denoted simply byφφ ˆ̂V0 here, but shall be
appropriately denoted and named in black hole physics and cosmological model,

such that non-zero magnitude ofφφ ˆ̂V0 established at every point alongφφ ˆ̂ρ and
φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t, gives rise to anti-clockwise rotation of the ‘dimension’φφ ˆ̂ρ by non-zero
absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic angleφφ ˆ̂ψ0 relative to the horizontal with re-

spect to 3-observers inΣ, where sinφφ ˆ̂ψ0 = φφ ˆ̂V0/φφ ˆ̂c, and clockwise rotation

of the ‘dimension’φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t by equal ‘angle’φφ ˆ̂ψ0 relative to the vertical, with re-
spect to 1-observers inct. This implies that the co-moving coordinatesφφˆ̂r and
φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t at every point along the ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t respectively, are ro-
tated anti-clockwise relative to the horizontal and clockwise relative to the vertical
respectively, by equal absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic angleφφ ˆ̂ψ0, with respect
to 3-observers inΣ and 1-observers inct respectively. The resultant effect is that
φφ ˆ̂ρ is uniformly inclined to the horizontal by ‘angle’φφ ˆ̂ψ0 (as illustrated in Fig. 7

of [3]), andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t is uniformly inclined to the vertical at equal ‘angle’φφ ˆ̂ψ0, with
respect to 3-observers inΣ and 1-observers inct respectively.

As a rule, the straight line intrinsic ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ and φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t (with co-
moving intrinsic coordinatesφφˆ̂r andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t at every point of them) in a gravita-
tional field in Fig. 3c or Fig. 4 of [2], can only be transformedinto inclined straight
line ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t by an absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic speed
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φφ ˆ̂V0 (not φφ ˆ̂Vg or φφ ˆ̂Vd), which has equal magnitude at every point ofφφ ˆ̂ρ and
φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t. The co-moving ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t cannot be non-uniformly
curved. Further discussions of the ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ and φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t as co-moving
‘dimensions’, shall be deferred until the present theory propagates to black hole
physics and cosmological model.

On the other hand, the absolute intrinsic spaceφρ̂ and absolute intrinsic time ‘di-
mension’φĉφt̂ are inhomogeneous ‘dimensions’, as deduced in sub-section1.2. Ab-
solute intrinsic rest massesφm̂0, φM̂0 of different magnitudes and different ‘lengths’
are non-uniformly distributed along the ‘dimension’φρ̂, which are separated by
empty intervals (i.e containing zero absolute intrinsic rest mass) ofφρ̂. Absolute in-
trinsic rest massesφε̂/φĉ2, φÊ/φĉ2 of the symmetry-partner particles and bodies of
different magnitudes and different ‘lengths’, are likewise non-uniformly distributed
along the ‘dimension’φĉφt̂, which are separated by empty intervals of the ‘dimen-
sion’ φĉφt̂.

The absolute intrinsic rest mass (φM̂0, φÊ/φĉ2) of a gravitational field source
located at a point in the ‘two-dimensional’ absolute intrinsic spacetime (φρ̂, φĉφt̂ ),
establishes non-uniform absolute intrinsic gravitational speedsφV̂g(φr̂) along the
‘dimensions’φρ̂ andφĉφt̂ from its location. Hence absolute intrinsic gravitational
speedφV̂g(φr̂) has different magnitudes at different points along the ‘dimensions’
φρ̂ andφĉφt̂ within gravitational fields and within the universe, with respect to 3-
observers inΣ.

It follows from the foregoing paragraph that different points at ‘distances’φr̂1,

φr̂2, φr̂3, etc, alongφρ̂ from the base ofφM̂0 in φρ̂ and alongφĉφt̂ from the base
of φÊ/φĉ2 in φĉφt̂, possess different ‘speeds’φV̂g(φr̂1), φV̂g(φr̂2), , φV̂g(φr̂3), etc,
with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Consequently we should say that different points
on (φρ̂, φĉφt̂ ) are not co-moving (or are not co-moving points) with respect to
3-observers inΣ. It then follows that the different coordinate sets (or frames)
(φr̂′, φĉφt̂′), (φr̂′′, φĉφt̂′′), (φr̂′′′, φĉφt̂′′′), etc, attached to distancesφr̂1, φr̂2, φr̂3,
etc, alongφρ̂ andφĉφt̂, from the base of (φM̂0, φÊ/φĉ2) in the curved (φρ̂, φĉφt̂ ),
are not co-moving coordinate sets (or frames) with respect to 3-observers inΣ. The
absolute intrinsic spacetime ‘dimensions’φρ̂ andφĉφt̂ are therefore not co-moving
‘dimensions’ with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

The non-uniform absolute intrinsic gravitational speedsφV̂g(φr̂) along the not
co-moving ‘dimensions’φρ̂ andφĉφt̂ in a gravitational field, causeφρ̂ andφĉφt̂
to be non-uniformly curved in a gravitational field, as in Fig. 4 of part one of this
paper [2]. The non-uniform proper intrinsic gravitationalspeedsφV ′g(φr′) along the
non-co-moving proper intrinsic spacetime dimensionsφρ′ andφcφt′, likewise cause
non-uniform curvatures ofφρ′ andφct′ in a gravitational field, as also shown in
Fig. 4 of [2].
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On the other hand, the presence of non-uniform proper intrinsic gravitational
speedsφV ′g(φr′) along the non-co-moving relativistic intrinsic spacetime dimen-
sionsφρ andφcφt, which the non-uniform proper intrinsic speedsφV ′g(φr′) along
the curvedφρ′ andφcφt′ invariantly project alongφρ along the horizontal and along
φcφt along the vertical, cannot cause the curvatures ofφρ andφcφt. Only non-
uniform relativistic intrinsic gravitational speedsφVg(φr) = −(2GφMa/φr)1/2 along
φρ andφcφt can cause the curvature of these relativistic intrinsic dimensions. How-
ever relativistic intrinsic gravitational speedφVg(φr) does not exist, since the intrin-
sic inertial mass (φM, φE/φc2) in (φρ, φcφt) is not a source of intrinsic gravitational
field (or speed). This fact prevents the evolutions of spacetime/intrinsic spacetime
and parameters/intrinsic parameters from going beyond the second stage, asex-
plained in sub-section 3.1 of [6].

In summary, we have identified the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space-
time ‘dimensions’φφ ˆ̂ρ andφφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t as perfectly homogeneous, perfectly isotropic
co-moving intrinsic ‘dimensions’ with respect to 3-observers inΣ. This means that
the distinguished coordinate set (or frame) (φφˆ̂r, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) that originates from every
point of (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t) with respect to 3-observers inΣ, is a co-moving coordinate
set (or frame) with respect to these observers. The absolute-absolute spacetime
‘dimensions’ ˆ̂ρ and ˆ̂cˆ̂t are likewise perfectly homogeneous, perfectly isotropic co-
moving ‘dimensions’ with respect to 3-observers inΣ. This means that the distin-
guished coordinate set (or frame) (ˆ̂r, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) that originates from every point of (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t )
with respect to 3-observers inΣ, is a co-moving coordinate set (or frame) with re-
spect to these observers.

On the other hand, the absolute intrinsic spacetime ‘dimensions’φρ̂ andφĉφt̂ are
isotropic, non-homogeneous, non-co-moving intrinsic ‘dimensions’ with respect to
3-observers inΣ. This means that the distinct local coordinate sets (or frames)
(φr̂′, φĉφt̂′), (φr̂′′, φĉφt̂′′), (φr̂′′′, φĉφt̂′′′), etc, of different points on (φρ̂, φĉφt̂ ), are
not co-moving coordinates with respect to 3-observers inΣ. The proper intrinsic
spacetime dimensionsφρ′ andφcφt′, as well as the relativistic intrinsic spacetime
dimensionsφρ andφcφt are likewise isotropic, non-homogeneous, non-co-moving
intrinsic dimensions with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

The relativistic Euclidean 3-spaceΣ is a non-isotropic 3-space with respect to
3-observers in it, and the four-dimensional relativistic spacetime (Σ, ct) is a non-
homogeneous, non-co-moving spacetime. This means that theconditions of dif-
ferent points in (Σ, ct) are non-identical and different coordinates (x0′, x1′, x2′, x3′),
(x0′′, x1′′, x2′′, x3′′), (x0′′′, x1′′′, x2′′′, x3′′′), etc, of different points in (Σ, ct) are non-
identical, non-co-moving coordinates, with respect to 3-observers inΣ.
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2 The impossibility (or non-existence) of NAAG, NAAM and other absolute-
absolute natural laws of physics on flat absolute-absolute spacetime with
respect to observers in spacetime

The flat ‘two-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) — the Newtonian
absolute spacetime — which is embedded in the flat four-dimensional relativistic
spacetime (Σ, ct), as illustrated in Fig. 3c or Fig. 4 of part one of this paper [2],
is absolutely non-observable and absolutely non-detectable to 3-observers inΣ.
The Newtonian theory of absolute-absolute gravity (NAAG) and Newtonian the-
ory of absolute-absolute motion (NAAM) in (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ), (that is, Newtonian mechanics
in the Newtonian absolute spacetime) are likewise absolutely non-observable and
absolutely non-detectable to 3-observers inΣ. This is so because any magnitude

of absolute-absolute gravitational speedˆ̂Vg(ˆ̂r) in ˆ̂ρ is equivalent to zero magnitude
of absolute gravitational speed (V̂g(r̂) = 0), any magnitude of absolute-absolute

gravitational potential̂̂Φ(ˆ̂r) is equivalent to zero magnitude of absolute gravitational
potential (̂Φ(r̂) = 0) and any magnitude of absolute-absolute gravitational accelera-
tion ˆ̂g(ˆ̂r) in ˆ̂ρ is equivalent to zero magnitude of absolute gravitational acceleration
(ĝ(r̂) = 0). In other words, any magnitude of absolute-absolute gravitational speed
ˆ̂Vg(ˆ̂r) in ( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) in the context of NAAG, is equivalent to absolute zero gravitational

speed in spacetime (Σ, ct) or with respect to 3-observers inΣ; any magnitude of̂̂Φ(ˆ̂r)
in ( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) is equivalent to absolute zero gravitational potential inspacetime (Σ, ct) (or
with respect to 3-observers in (Σ, ct)) and any magnitude of̂̂g(ˆ̂r) in ( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) is equiv-
alent to absolute zero gravitational acceleration in spacetime (Σ, ct) (or with respect
to 3-observers inΣ).

It follows from the foregoing that the essential equations of NAAG with respect
to 3-observers inΣ, presented as Eqs. (1) – (5) of part one of this paper [2], are the
same as the following

ˆ̂
Φ(ˆ̂r ) = −

1
2

ˆ̂Vg(ˆ̂r )2
≡ 0× Φ̂(r̂ ) = 0 (3)

ˆ̂g(ˆ̂r ) =
1
2

d

d ˆ̂r
( ˆ̂Vg(ˆ̂r )2) ≡ 0× ĝ(r̂ = 0 (4)

ˆ̂U(ˆ̂r ) = ˆ̂m0
ˆ̂
Φ(ˆ̂r ) ≡ 0× Û(r̂) = 0 (5)

ˆ̂Fg(ˆ̂r ) = ˆ̂m0 ˆ̂g(ˆ̂r ) ≡ 0× F̂g(r̂) = 0 and (6)

d2 ˆ̂r

dˆ̂t 2
= ˆ̂g(ˆ̂r ) ≡ 0× ĝ = 0 (7)

Equations (3) – (7) say that not only is NAAG non-observable and non-detect-
able to 3-observers inΣ, but that it does not exist as a theory of gravity with respect
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to these observers. Equations (3) and (4) say that absolute-absolute rest masŝ̂M0

of any magnitude is a source of zero absolute gravitational field and zero absolute
gravitational potential, and is hence absolutely not a gravitational field source with
respect to 3-observers inΣ.

The Newtonian theory of absolute-absolute motion (NAAM) in( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) is like-
wise non-observable and non-detectable to 3-observers inΣ, because any magnitude

of absolute-absolute dynamical speedˆ̂Vd in ˆ̂ρ is equivalent to zero absolute dynam-
ical speed (̂Vd = 0) and any magnitude of absolute-absolute inertial acceleration ˆ̂a
in ˆ̂ρ is equivalent to zero absolute inertial acceleration (ˆa = 0). In other words, any

magnitude ofˆ̂Vd in ( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) in the context of NAAM is equivalent to absolute zero
dynamical speed in spacetime (Σ, ct) or with respect to 3-observers inΣ, and any
magnitude ofˆ̂a in ( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) in the context of NAAM is equivalent to absolute zero
inertial acceleration in (Σ, ct) or with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

It follows from the foregoing paragraph that the essential equations of NAAM
with respect to 3-observers inΣ, presented as Eqs. (11) – (14) of part one of this
paper [2], are the same as the following

ˆ̂p = ˆ̂m0
ˆ̂Vd ≡ 0× m̂0V̂d = 0× p̂ = 0 (8)

Êkin =
1
2

ˆ̂m0
ˆ̂Vd

2 = 0×
1
2

m̂0V̂2
d = 0× Êkin = 0 (9)

d2 ˆ̂x

dˆ̂t 2
= ˆ̂a ≡ 0× â = 0 and (10)

ˆ̂F = ˆ̂m0 ˆ̂a ≡ 0× m̂0â = 0× F̂ = 0 (11)

We find from Eqs. (8) – (11) that the absolute-absolute rest mass ˆ̂m0 of a par-
ticle or object that possesses any magnitude of absolute-absolute dynamical speed
ˆ̂Vd and any magnitude of absolute-absolute inertial acceleration ˆ̂a in ˆ̂ρ, possesses
absolute zero momentum, absolute zero kinetic energy and absolute zero inertial
acceleration, with respect to 3-observers inΣ. Consequently the absolute-absolute
rest masses of particles and bodies inˆ̂ρ are absolutely at rest always relative to 3-
observers inΣ, although they are actually in absolute-absolute motions at varying

magnitudes of̂̂Vd and ˆ̂a with respect to ‘3-observers’̂̂Σ. We conclude again that not
only is NAAM in ( ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) non-observable and non-detectable to 3-observers inΣ, but
that it does not exist as a theory of motion with respect to these observers.

Indeed since discrete ‘one-dimensional’ absolute-absolute rest masseŝ̂m0, ˆ̂M0

of particles and bodies do not exist in the perfectly homogeneous ‘one-dimensional’
absolute-absolute spaceˆ̂ρ with respect to 3-observers in the physical Euclidean 3-
spaceΣ, but ˆ̂ρ contains a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero rest mass and
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absolute zero extension at every point along its ‘length’ with respect to these ob-
servers, as deduced in the preceding sub-section, a theory of gravity and a theory of
motion (i.e. NAAG and NAAM), do not exist (or have no meaning)in the absolutely
homogeneous ‘two-dimensional’ absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) relative to ob-
servers in (Σ, ct).

Now the flat absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) (the Newtonian absolute space-
time), and NAAG and NAAM (or the Newtonian mechanics) in it, are the out-
ward manifestations (embedded in the flat relativistic spacetime (Σ, ct)), of the flat
absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spacetime (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) (the Newtonian ab-
solute intrinsic spacetime), andφφNAAG andφφNAAM (the intrinsic Newtonian
mechanics) in it. Just as Eqs. (1) – (5) of [2] in (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) are the same as Eqs. (1) –
(5) above with respect to 3-observers inΣ, Eqs. (6) – (11) of [2] ofφφNAAG in
(φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ), are the same as the following with respect to 3-observers in Σ

φφ ˆ̂
Φ(φφˆ̂r ) = −

1
2
φφ ˆ̂Vg(φφˆ̂r )2

≡ 0 × φΦ̂(φr̂) = 0 (12)

φφ ˆ̂g(φφˆ̂r ) =
1
2

d

dφφˆ̂r
(φφ ˆ̂Vg(φφˆ̂r )2) ≡ 0 × φĝ(φr̂) = 0 (13)

φφ ˆ̂U(φφˆ̂r ) = φφ ˆ̂m0φφ
ˆ̂
Φ(φφˆ̂r ) ≡ 0 × φÛ(φr̂ ) = 0 (14)

φφ ˆ̂Fg(φφˆ̂r ) = φφ ˆ̂m0φφ ˆ̂g(φφˆ̂r ) ≡ 0 × φF̂g(φr̂) = 0 and (15)

d2φφˆ̂r

dφφˆ̂t 2
= φφ ˆ̂g(φφˆ̂r ) ≡ 0 × φĝ(φr̂) = 0 (16)

Equations (12) – (16) say that the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic rest mass

φφ ˆ̂M0 of any magnitude inφφ ˆ̂̂ρ, which establishes absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic

gravitational parametersφφ ˆ̂Vg(φφˆ̂r ), φφ ˆ̂
Φ(φφˆ̂r ) andφφ ˆ̂g(φφˆ̂r ) of any magnitudes in

φφ ˆ̂̂ρ, is a source of zero absolute intrinsic gravitational speed, zero absolute intrin-
sic gravitational potential and zero absolute intrinsic gravitational acceleration (or
field). It is hence absolutely not a source of intrinsic gravitational field with respect
to 3-observers inΣ. We conclude from this thatφφNAAG in φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) does not
exist as an intrinsic theory of gravity with respect to 3-observers inΣ.

Just as Eqs. (11) – (14) of part one of this paper [2] of NAAM on flat absolute-
absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) with respect to 3-observers inΣ are the same as Eqs. (8)
– (11) with respect to these observers, Eqs. (15) – (18) of [2]of φφNAAM on
flat absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic spacetime (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) with respect to 3-
observers inΣ, are the same as the following with respect to these observers,

φφ ˆ̂p = φφ ˆ̂m0φφ
ˆ̂Vd ≡ 0 × (φm̂0φV̂d) = 0 × φ p̂ = 0 (17)
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φφÊkin =
1
2
φφ ˆ̂m0φφ

ˆ̂Vd
2
≡ 0 × (

1
2
φm̂0φV̂d

2) = 0 × φÊkin = 0 (18)

d2φφ ˆ̂x

dφφˆ̂t 2
= φφ ˆ̂a ≡ 0 × φâ = 0 and (19)

φφ ˆ̂F =
dφφ ˆ̂p

dφφˆ̂t
= φφ ˆ̂m0φφ ˆ̂a ≡ 0 × (φm̂0φâ) = 0 × φF̂ = 0 (20)

Equations (17) – (20) show that the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic rest
massφφ ˆ̂m0 of a particle or object, which possesses any magnitude of absolute-

absolute intrinsic-intrinsic dynamical speedφφ ˆ̂Vd and any magnitude of absolute-
absolute intrinsic-intrinsic inertial accelerationφφ ˆ̂a in φφ ˆ̂ρ, possesses zero absolute
intrinsic momentum (0×φ p̂) and zero absolute intrinsic kinetic energy (0×φÊkin).
Consequently the absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsicrest masses of particles and
bodies are absolutely at rest always in (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) with respect to 3-observers
in Σ, although they are actually in absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic motions at

varying absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic dynamical speedsφφ ˆ̂Vd with respect to

‘3-observers’ inφφ ˆ̂
Σ. We conclude again thatφφNAAM in ( φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) does not

exist (or is meaningless) as an intrinsic theory of motion with respect to 3-observers
in Σ.

As a matter of fact, since the absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) is homoge-
neously filled with a ‘massless dust particle’ of absolute zero rest mass and absolute
zero extension at every point of it relative to observers in spacetime (Σ, ct), it is
meaningless to talk of a theory of gravity (i.e. NAAG), a theory of motion (i.e.
NAAM) or any other absolute-absolute law involving particles and fields in (̂̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t )
relative to observers in (Σ, ct). It is consequently meaningless to talk of an intrin-
sic theory of gravity (i.e.φφNAAG), an intrinsic theory of motion (i.e.φφNAAM)
or any other absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic law ofphysics involving intrinsic
particles and intrinsic fields in (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ) relative to observers in (Σ, ct).

In brief, absolute-absolute natural laws in the absolute-absolute spacetime are
non-laws (or do not exist) and absolute-absolute intrinsicnatural laws in the absolute-
absolute intrinsic spacetime are non-intrinsic laws (or donot exist) relative to ob-
servers in spacetime. The perfect homogeneity, ‘everywhere is the same’ and simul-
taneity of the absolute-absolute spacetime and absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic
spacetime relative to observers in spacetime, discussed insub-sections 1.2 through
1.4 guarantee these. In a proper book-keeping of the theories of gravity that actu-
ally exists in nature with respect to 3-observers inΣ, NAAG and NAAM must not
be counted, since they do not exist.

Finally although the NAAG and NAAM and other absolute-absolute natural
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laws of physics must be rejected as theories of physics, the flat ‘two-dimensional’
absolute-absolute spacetime (ˆ̂ρ, ˆ̂cˆ̂t ) on which they operate, must not be so treated.
Lest we would be throwing the bowl away with the water. The absolute-absolute
time ‘dimension’ˆ̂cˆ̂t will continue to serve its inalienable role as the universalsyn-
chronous time coordinate (or ‘dimension’) and the absolute-absolute timê̂t as the
universal absolute time parameter in the present theory. Although the absolute-
absolute spacê̂ρ will be largely inert, but it cannot be discarded because of the
important role of its non-unique orientation in the Euclidean 3-spaceΣ, as shall be
found with further development. Likewise theφφNAAG andφφNAAM must be re-
jected, while the flat ‘two-dimensional’ absolute-absolute intrinsic-intrinsic space-
time (φφ ˆ̂ρ, φφ ˆ̂cφφˆ̂t ), on which they operate, must be retained for the very crucial
roles they will play in black hole physics and cosmological model at a later stage of
the present theory.
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